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"Elder Lu, the governing body has sent us all the information about this person, and no
abnormalities have been found. Is there any problem with this person?"

Sha Jian is a little puzzled. In the phenomenon of alienation, ordinary people may also
be alienated. This is a common occurrence. Why does Lu Yuan pay so much attention

to it?

However, in Sha Jian's eyes, the ability to make Lu Yuan pay so much attention to this
shows that this alienated person is somewhat unusual, and he is very curious about it.

Lu Yuan smiled and said, "It's nothing, have you ever let someone visit this person's
house and the shop where you used to do odd jobs?"

Sha Jian nodded: "Someone has been sent, and there should be results soon."

Lu Yuan smiled and said, "No, I'll go there by myself. Tell me the address."

Lu Yuan's Evolution Cube is a powerful tool for finding alien objects, and the
possibility of reaping it on his own is much greater than that of others.

"You go by yourself?"

Sha Jian was taken aback, and then quickly told Lu Yuan of Hume's information.

Lu Yuan's body disappeared in place, directly using space to move.

When Lu Yuan left, Sha Jian left with some doubts.

…………

The northern district of Yali City is not a commercial area, and there is no genetic
warrior association.

Most of the residents here are ordinary people.
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At the entrance of the Lini community on Mingli Street, the space fluctuated and Lu
Yuan's body appeared.

The small vendors who were buying breakfast at the gate of the community and the
white-collar workers who were planning to go to work were shocked when they saw Lu

Yuan suddenly appeared, and then looked at Lu Yuan in awe and bowed their heads.

For ordinary people, genetic warriors and them are completely two worlds.

Lu Yuan glanced at the sign of the community and walked in.

According to the information provided by Sha Jian, Hume lives in No. 1102, Building
Eight, Lini Community, which is the legacy left by his parents.

Lu Yuan soon found Hume's house.

As soon as he arrived at the door of Hume's house, Lu Yuan saw several genetic

warriors opening the door and walking in.

These should be people from the Night Watch Division.

After seeing Lu Yuan, everyone was taken aback, and then a fanatical look appeared in
their eyes.

"Elder Lu! Why are you here?"

A middle-aged man headed by smile said:

Lu Yuan smiled: "I'll come to see the situation. Have you found anything?"

"We just arrived. We haven't entered yet."

Lu Yuan nodded: "Well, let's go in."

After a few people entered the room, they found that it was a very ordinary
three-bedroom and one-living room, but the room was very messy, and things like
takeaways were all littered. It has been a long time, and there are bugs crawling on it.
It also exudes a strange smell.



Lu Yuan frowned slightly, looked in every room, and found that Evolution Cube was

not moving, and a look of disappointment appeared on his face.

However, he was not too surprised.

After bidding farewell to a few night watchmen, Lu Yuan went to the supermarket
where Hume worked odd jobs discovered during the investigation.

After strolling around, Lu Yuan still didn't find it.

He can only give up.

Lu Yuan sighed lightly in his heart.

After Hume was caught, Tang Fei was no different from usual, and there was nothing
unusual, and now Hume did not find it either. It seemed that he could only find this
point.

Next, regarding Tang Fei's investigation, Lu Yuan intends to report it to President Gu
An, so that President Gu An can take care of it.

Let's go back.

Lu Yuan thought of this and disappeared in the supermarket.

A young mother with a child who was walking in the supermarket by the side was
stunned when she saw Lu Yuan suddenly disappear.

The little boy in her arms exclaimed: "Mom! Is that a ghost???"

The young mother was startled and hugged the little boy: "Don't talk nonsense, it
should be a genetic warrior, a big man."

"Gene warrior? Then I will be a gene warrior again!"

The little boy spoke ignorantly.

The young mother smiled knowingly: "Then you have to study hard and exercise well."

"OK!"



…………

Back at the night watchman branch, Lu Yuan knocked on the door of the guest room.

Soon, Flamming opened the door, his face still a little ugly.

They were filled with a lot of wine last night, even if Flamming is a warlord, the others
are already warriors, and now they are still a little overwhelmed.

Lu Yuan didn't feel anything. His physical strength could not be better than the
Emperor of War, and drinking a little wine was no different from drinking water.

Of course those wines that work well will be discussed separately.

After seeing Lu Yuan, Flamming was agitated and hurriedly supported his body:

"Elder Lu!"

Lu Yuan glanced at the bewildered Flemming a little speechlessly.

This cargo is full of alcohol.

He opened his mouth and said: "Take a rest and go back tonight."

Flamming smiled quickly: "Yes!"

"Go ahead."

Lu Yuan returned to his room. He had a headache when he thought that Gilly was
drunk last night and wanted to run into his room.

Although there are also a few female genetic warriors from the Night Watch, the look
in Lu Yuan's eyes is a bit wrong, but it is still rare to be as direct as Gillian.

Fortunately, he is not that kind of person.

Lu Yuan gave himself a thumbs up.

In the evening, Flaming's group recovered.

Everyone was personally sent to the airport by Sha Jian and Mika.



"Elder Lu, if you have time in the future, you can come to play often."

Sha Jian has a smile on his face.

Lu Yuan smiled and nodded: "Okay."

He glanced at Tang Fei next to him, and said nothing.

For the time being, since Tang Fei is lurking here, there may be other purposes, and
there should be no big moves.

After he goes back, he will report to Gu An and let people come to monitor him.

Lu Yuan then bid farewell to the others, ignoring the somewhat resentful look in
Gillian's eyes, and boarded the fighter plane with Fleming.

…………

Late at night, Lu Yuan and his party returned to the imperial capital.

The headquarters is now off work, and Lu Yuan and his party will go home and report
on their work tomorrow.

Naturally, Lu Yuan also returned to the small building in Bailiu District.

Li Qinghe hadn't left the place of origin, and Lu Yuan could understand it. After all, it
had only been four days.

Lu Yuan went back to his room to rest, took out his mobile phone, and saw Si Tingxue

and Rebecca sending him messages.

Si Tingxue: "Why didn't you come to my sister to practice?"

Rebecca: "Ayuan Ayuan, where have you been? I haven't seen you in the past two
days."

Lu Yuan smiled and sent a message back to the two of them separately, telling them
about the events of the past two days.

The two did not reply to the news, and they are probably practicing.



Lu Yuan also sat cross-legged and began to feel Beng Tian Zhan and Gang Body.

He found that no one was practicing against him, and the speed of improvement was
indeed slightly slower.

Lu Yuan thought about it, and now there are no urgent tasks every day.

It's better to go back to school and continue to practice with the instructor. By the way,
I don't know if the instructor has other spiritual skills?

When there is a task, do it by yourself.

Of course, the time in the place of origin must not be given up, that is the focus of Lu
Yuan's cultivation breakthrough.

A night’s insights and practice, time passed quickly.

Early the next morning, Lu Yuan arrived at the headquarters of the Imperial Capital.

He came to the top floor of the Imperial Capital Headquarters, Gu An's office in the
greeting of a group of genetic warriors.

Knocked on the door and Lu Yuan walked in. Gu An and Secretary Liu next to him
were taken aback and a little surprised when they saw Lu Yuan.

Gu An opened the mouth and said, "Elder Lu, haven't you already gone to Yali City to
deal with the alienation phenomenon?"

Lu Yuan was not surprised to see that Gu An still didn't know what happened to Yali

City.

After all, as the chairman of the night watchman headquarters, all the alienation
phenomena of the entire Red Maple Empire are things he needs to deal with as long as
there are special circumstances, and his official duties are extremely busy.

In addition, Lu Yuan needs to come over for the debriefing of Yali City, and there is no
need to report directly to Yali City.

Just the past night, Gu An is unlikely to know what happened to Lu Yuan in Yali City.



Thinking of this, Lu Yuan smiled and said, "The alienation phenomenon in Yali City
has been dealt with."

The atmosphere in the office fell silent, and Gu An's eyes widened, somewhat in
disbelief:

"You... didn't you just set off the day before yesterday? How could you be so fast?"

Dealing with an urgent task in two days... Isn't this too outrageous?

Gu An couldn't believe his ears.

Lu Yuan said with a smile what happened in Yali City.

"The alien was going to attack my subordinates. I just left some means on them just to

protect them, and finally I managed to catch the alien. But I didn’t expect that there was
another master behind this alien. The alienated man of Soul Devourer. The alienated
man is very strong and has reached the battle king level. If it weren't for my strength,
it might be dangerous, but even so, I still have a very difficult time to win."

Hmm... Lu Yuan felt that he hadn't deliberately exaggerated it. After all, he used a lot
of hole cards, and even his combat skills used the Great Sun Spirit Body, Astral
Roaming, and Sheng Yao's Radiance.

Although he still has some hole cards, he has used a lot.

As Gu An and Secretary Liu listened to Lu Yuan's narration, their expressions kept
changing, as if they were listening to a story.

After Lu Yuan finished speaking, the two people looked at Lu Yuan with strange
expressions.

Gu An opened the mouth and said: "...You mean, behind this alienation phenomenon,
there is still a Soul Eater? And the alien who has mastered the Soul Eater has reached

the Battle Emperor level? And you also alienated the Battle Emperor. Are people
killed?"

When talking about the latter, Gu An's face was full of doubts about life.

Lu Yuan took out a black box and said:



"It's filled with Soul Eater Orbs."

He opened the box, the golden light flickered, and the golden palm of his spiritual

power took out the Soul Devouring Orb.

Seeing Soul Devour Pearl, the expressions of Gu An and Secretary Liu suddenly
became extremely solemn.

The atmosphere fell into silence, and the two stared at the Soul Devourer.

Lu Yuan also looked serious, and asked, "Chairman Gu, I want to know, is the Soul
Eater in Xili City still there?"

Gu An took a deep breath and said, "Old Liu, go to the underground containment room
and see with your own eyes, the soul eater is still there!"

Secretary Liu also understood the seriousness of this matter, nodded deeply, and left the
office.

After Secretary Liu left, the two of them were silent and the atmosphere was very

solemn.

After a moment of silence, Gu An slowly said, "Elder Lu, listen to Qinghe's words,
when you got the first Soul Devouring Orb, were you there?"

Lu Yuan nodded: "Well, at that time, Sister Qinghe shared the rent with me in order to
investigate the location of the Soul Eater. Something happened later. I did see the Soul
Eater at the time."

Gu An rubbed his forehead and slowly said:

"Listen to Qinghe, someone gave the Soul Devouring Orb to the alien at the time?"

Lu Yuan nodded: "Yeah."

Gu An took a deep breath and said with a sigh:

"If this Soul Eater Orb is the second Soul Eater Orb, what do you think will happen to
Elder Lu?"



Lu Yuan felt a headache, he smiled bitterly and said:

"Since there is a second one, there may be a third and a fourth. After all, this is an
s-level alien. As long as one grows to full body, then it is a war- lord-level alien,
which is harmful to our empire. It's too big. The most troublesome thing is the person
who sent the Soul Devourer. Perhaps that talent is the greatest danger."

After being silent for a while, Lu Yuan smiled: "If I can, I would rather have lost the
first soul eater in the underground containment room."

Hearing this, Gu An thought of the unknown text message he had received before.
When he confirmed the authenticity, he found that Si Chengxin, Si Tingfeng and other
high-level officials had received the text message.

It is almost certain that the text message is true.

Gu An smiled bitterly and shook his head: "If the underground containment room really

has such a big loophole, it would also be a disaster."

If there is such a big loophole, then it is almost certain that if there is such a strong
person who wants to steal the alien material in the underground containment room, it
will be successful.

So no matter what kind of situation ~www.mtlnovel.com~ is a headache for Gu An.

Gu An felt very tired for a while.

When Lu Yuan heard what Gu An said, although Gu An didn't say it clearly, Lu Yuan
suddenly remembered the text message he had sent before, and his expression was a
little weird.

That said, it seems really troublesome.

But, having said that, is the person who gave people the Soul Eater and the person who
wanted to steal the alien object the same person?

Then Lu Yuan couldn't help but smiled bitterly.

These two things are completely unrelated, how could it be the same person?



But Lu Yuan would rather be the same person. If there are really two people, wouldn't
it be more troublesome?

Two guys who want to destroy the Red Maple Empire.

When the two exchanged, Secretary Liu came back soon.

Seeing Secretary Liu entering the door, both Gu An and Lu Yuan looked at him with

complex expressions.

"How is it? Old Liu."

Secretary Liu's mouth twitched: "The Soul Devourer is still there."

Gu An opened his mouth and fell silent.

Afterwards, he smiled bitterly and said: "I understand, this Soul Devourer, also take it
to the underground containment room...I will report this matter to the emperor."

Lu Yuan opened the mouth and said: "Yes, there is also this alien substance. I haven't
had time to test the specific function, but what is certain is that after opening the door,
you can travel through space. And it cannot be detected by the extraordinary genes of
the space system."

Lu Yuan took out the seemingly ordinary wooden door before.

The wooden door is now tightly bound, perhaps because the previously unknown aura
was absorbed by Lu Yuan, and now he doesn't struggle.
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